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Gamma Announces New Distributor of Payroll Pro in Suriname
Payroll Pro Ultra is a fully integrated payroll and HRM software solution created specifically for clients
based in the Dutch Caribbean by local software developer Gamma IT Solutions. Several distributors
have been successfully selling, implementing, and supporting the software package throughout the
region for over a decade. On July 1, Gamma added another distributor to its list, 101-Consultancy,
which will service clients in Suriname.
101-Consultancy was founded in 2005 and is
totally focused on supplying ICT services
with the “one-on-one” culture. In order to
adapt to the needs of its customers, it uses direct communication methods and a complete help-desk
support system adhering to international standards. 101-Consultancy is authorized to sell,
implement, and support a variety of software packages in Suriname, now including Payroll Pro Ultra.
Gamma is proud to be partnering with 101-Consultancy in order to bring the extraordinary benefits of
Payroll Pro Ultra to more commercial and governmental organizations in Suriname. “It’s always
exciting for us to expand our reach within a region, and we’re confident that 101-Consultancy has the
motivation and expertise to establish a wide range of new clients in Suriname,” explains Frank Baks,
Gamma’s director of business development.
While Gamma and 101-Consultancy
will work together to expand Payroll
Pro’s presence in the Surinamese
market, they are also looking together
to open a new market in Guyana.
Clearly, Payroll Pro is growing within
the Caribbean region, and its
integrated HRM system is going viral.
Baks adds, “The unique HRM solution
that we completely and seamlessly
integrated with Payroll Pro is
increasingly appealing to clients all
across the region. No matter the size of a company or which industry it represents, the HRM module
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handles a wide array of HR tasks, bringing greater efficiency and functionality to any company’s HR
department.”

